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Pleas for laws to tackle
WA records chaos…

Workers in some government departments
are storing public documents in their homes
or offices instead of filing and archiving
them.

...There were recurring problems with
records management ...

Many agencies did not have a policy on
public access to records...

Some departments also were unaware of
rules for destroying documents.

The West Australian, Friday, 1 December 1995

Computer sale sparks
row…

The South Australian Government was
selling unwanted computers which still
contained confidential government files...

This was the second time a member of the
public had come forward after buying a
second-hand computer with government
files on its hard drive.

The West Australian, Saturday, 25 May 1996

His jail term was all
wrong…

...an error in recording details of a prison
sentence.

...warrants had not been appropriately
endorsed and parole was due.

Sunday Times, 9 Jun 1996

Anger over destroyed
family files…

The Department...has revealed that many
important family files, some involving
adoption information, were routinely
destroyed until a policy change in 1976.

The West Australian, Saturday, 25 May 1996

Ministry can’t give
crime figures…

The...Ministry could not supply figures
immediately to supports its claim that
diversionary programs had cut juvenile
crime, the human rights inquiry was told.

This was because the Ministry had not
updated its computer system since it split
from the Department... in 1993.

The West Australian, Friday,17 May 1996

Bureaucrats stood down
for deleting computer
data…

The ...Government yesterday stood down
two senior public servants and ordered a
security audit of its computer systems after
sensitive files were deleted from a
computer...

The Australian, Friday, 19 April 1996
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The management of records within the public sector is still primarily associated

with the maintenance of paper based correspondence and administrative files. Public

records, however, include all recorded information, including paper and electronic,

created or received by an agency during the course of its business. The most

important of these records are critical to the operations of public sector agencies

and, in some instances, to the functioning of the State of Western Australia.

The impact of poor management of public records is illustrated on the opposite

page. Ineffective management of records can be costly, damaging to the agency

concerned and traumatic for the individuals affected.

My previous report of May 1994 highlighted a number of deficiencies in current

public sector records legislation. The need for updated and more comprehensive

records legislation is now widely recognised, as illustrated by its consideration as a

specified matter by the Commission on Government and the drafting of proposed

public records legislation.

In recognition of these developments, this report presents the findings of a

performance examination of how public records are managed within selected public

sector agencies. Its main objectives are to:

provide the Parliament with an appraisal of current public sector practices for

managing public records;

inform the Parliament and public sector agencies of issues that need to be

addressed in managing public records; and

raise awareness within the Parliament, the public sector and the community

of the importance of managing public sector records.
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Background

The management of public records is an integral part of effective administration of

public sector agencies. It is an essential activity for all agencies and is fundamental

to:

decision making;

delivering efficient and effective customer service;

meeting legal, evidential and accountability requirements;

maintaining an agency’s ‘corporate memory’ and the State’s archival heritage;

and

managing the information asset (in an age where information has become one

of our greatest needs and one of our most valuable resources).

The public sector’s ability to deliver efficient and effective services is dependent

upon having accurate, up-to-date records that can be readily retrieved when needed.

Public sector agencies are also required to manage records in a manner that is

consistent with open and accountable government whilst protecting the integrity

of records and maintaining appropriate security and confidentiality.

An effective records management system must take into account the following:

Defining what constitutes public records.

The diverse nature of public records differs according to the wide range of

activities performed by public sector agencies. Records also exist in a variety of

formats, not just paper. Records include information produced and stored on

computers, maps, engineering diagrams, photographs, sound and video

recordings.

Determining what records are significant.

Agencies create public records to document how they administer services. Most

of these support immediate business needs and service delivery. Others contain

evidential information, some of which provide a permanent historical record

of how the State has administered its public services.

Deciding how long records need to be kept.

When public records are no longer actively used by agencies to support current

business activities, three options are available to them. Agencies can:
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dispose of redundant records in accordance with approved disposal

schedules;

forward records that have permanent evidential value to the Public Records

Office (formerly State Archives); or

transfer records that are no longer active, but must still be kept, to low

cost storage.

Legislation influences the management of public records. It includes whole of

government legislation, as well as legislation specific to individual agencies.

Responsibility for managing records in the Western Australian public sector rests

with agency Chief Executive Officers and accountable bodies. There is no specific

legislation for managing records in Western Australia other than sections contained

in the Library Board Act of Western Australia 1951. The need has been recognised

for specific Public Sector Records legislation that accommodates the modern

environment for managing records

This report describes the results of an examination of how public records are

managed in nine selected agencies. The agencies were selected for their diversity

and because they all manage some records that are of critical importance to the State.

Overall Conclusions
and Findings

Current records management practices have struggled to keep pace with:

developments in technology and the increasing use of computers; and

frequent organisational changes including restructures, devolution and transfer

of agency functions. The increased outsourcing of public sector service delivery

poses further challenges to managing the public record.

As a result, incomplete systems for managing public records have been implemented.

Most agencies have failed to use an integrated approach that reflects modern  risk-

based management trends and emerging technological developments. The support

of an appropriate across government legislative and regulatory framework is also

lacking.
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At both a State and agency level, there is limited assurance that public records are

being adequately managed. However, agencies selected for this examination were

able to retrieve nominated records effectively.

Management of Public Records

All agencies reviewed had made some progress towards developing plans for

managing records in recent years but these plans are far from comprehensive. Plans

were found to focus primarily on paper based records and to exclude many of the

critical, irreplaceable records which an agency needs to perform its primary function.

Records created and maintained on electronic media are usually disregarded,

together with those that form a set of records critical to the State.

Existing plans for managing public records are not compiled from a comprehensive

needs analysis of all records, regardless of media, therefore:

critical records are not readily identified by all agencies;

the impact and adoption of technology within the agency is not identified;

and

the effects of organisational change are not taken into account.

Some agencies are not aware of legislation that affects the management of public

records and good practice promoted by the Public Records Office.

Accountability for the management of public records is not clearly defined.

Responsibilities for records management are often given to records staff while other

officers who manage public records are not assigned clear responsibility. As a result,

management of public records is at risk when agencies are involved in restructures,

transfer of agency functions, creation of new business units or devolution of

authority.

To Keep or Destroy Public Records

There is a common framework which should be implemented by all agencies in

managing the long term storage and/or disposal of public records. This is the

Retention and Disposal Schedule (hereafter referred to as ‘Schedule(s)’). Under the

Library Board Act of Western Australia 1951, the Schedule is the means by which

agencies can legitimately dispose of public records or transfer records of permanent

evidential value to archives.
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Only a fraction of public records are covered by Schedules. State-wide, 17 per cent

of public sector agencies have submitted Schedules for approval and even those

Schedules that have been submitted and approved are not comprehensive. A review

of Schedules from the agencies selected for this examination showed that few

agencies have included critical records on their Schedules. Other significant

categories of records, including electronic records and those critical to the State,

are also ignored.

Agencies examined, which had approved Schedules, do not utilise them to

effectively manage public records. Consequently, records of permanent evidential

value to the State are not always transferred to archives, redundant records are not

destroyed and agencies incur unnecessary costs while storing these records.

Ability to Retrieve Critical Records

Despite limited planning for the management of critical records and the lack of

standards for retrieving records, agencies were able to retrieve all but one of the

selected critical records in less than 14 working days.

Nonetheless, the frequency of public sector change and the increasing use of

computers indicates that agencies are likely to experience difficulties in the future

if steps are not taken now to manage public records more effectively.

Summary of Recommendations

The Government of Western Australia should:

identify records of critical importance;

appoint custodians for these records;

revise and update legislation that makes clear provisions for the

management of public records; and

revise and update legislation that controls the admissibility of formats,

other than paper, as evidence.

Agencies should:

identify and manage records that support their business functions;

identify and manage records that support the business of government;
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develop and promulgate standards for records maintained on electronic

media including guidelines for

document naming, reflecting the records’ content

security

accessibility

long term maintenance of media

media obsolescence

retention and disposal

custodianships;

when government services are contracted out, specify, within the terms

and conditions of the service contract, a minimum set of records to be

kept by contractors on behalf of the agency throughout the duration of

the contract;

inform all staff of their responsibilities in respect of public records and

provide training where necessary;

document formal agreement covering custody for records when

transferring or amalgamating agency functions;

ensure that relevant electronic records, and those created using future

technologies, are routinely included on Schedules;

utilise approved Schedules to

destroy redundant public records

transfer public records of permanent evidential value to the Public

Records Office; and

develop performance standards to assist in identifying and retrieving

records that are cognisant of the

business needs of the agency

internal and external users of records.
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Records management is one component of managing and utilising information

resources. Its particular focus is on the accountable management of public records

as evidence, whether they are required in the short, medium or long term, and the

preservation of and access to those records which have permanent historical value.

A common misconception is that records management is limited to low level

activities such as filing and correspondence control. The true complexity of records

management is illustrated below.

Figure 1: The framework for managing records

The framework for managing records is complex. The inner circle represents the media on
which records exist. All records follow the common life cycle shown in the outer circle of
this diagram. A variety of information disciplines (satellites) have a significant role in
managing the public record.

Source: OAG

Sound management of public records allows agencies to:

access the right information when it is required to support decision making

and meet the needs of managers, staff and clients;

capture complete, accurate information of agency activity to meet legal,

evidential and accountability requirements; and

manage an asset, records, including the quantity and quality, created for

operational efficiency and effectiveness.
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Context

What are Public Records?

Public records are diverse. Their diversity results from the wide range of activities

performed in the public sector environment. Agencies differ in business functions,

structures, systems, clients and customers. Therefore, the nature of public records

can vary from one agency to another. Examples of public records found in the

Western Australian government include:

land titles created and retained to confirm land ownership;

tenement files of lease arrangements corresponding to State mining sites;

client records of services delivered;

medical records;

details of students’ achievements;

aerial photographs of the topography of the State;

road maps and bridge designs;

accounting transactions; and

details of offenders in custody.

Figure 2: Critical records defined
Source: OAG

Critical Critical recordsrecords
(a subset of vital records)

irreplaceable records which
an agency needs to

perform its primary mission.

VitalVital
Necessary

records

SignificantSignificant
Evidential, not core

records

EphemeralEphemeral
Duplicate or short term records
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Many public records are unique to a specific agency and some of these are of critical

importance to the government and people of Western Australia. Critical records, a

subset of vital records, are irreplaceable records which an agency needs to perform

its primary mission. They contain information needed to continue or re-establish

an agency’s operations following a disaster. In addition to their critical records,

agencies maintain categories of records that are also found at other agencies such

as human resource and accounting records.

Public records exist in a variety of formats. To date, paper based records have formed

the majority of public records. However, the introduction of the computer has

brought about several changes. Today, although paper is still the predominant

medium, more and more public records are being created and maintained on

electronic systems. Other media include imaging formats such as microfilm and

microfiche, optical scanning, sound and video recordings.

Why Keep Public Records?

Many of the records created to assist agencies deliver services on a day to day basis

may have little or no ongoing administrative, financial, legal or historical value.

These records are convenient in delivering continuous and consistent services but

do not document significant rationale behind agency decisions, so therefore are

not critical records.

Other records contain evidential information that bear testimony to the

administration of an agency’s business. Evidential information can vary and includes

information of administrative, financial, legal or historical value. Some of these

records will be unique to one agency alone and are therefore critical to that agency.

Records of evidential value document how agency services were delivered or

decisions made. Recorded information that is financial (e.g. financial statements)

or legal (e.g. land title, medical record) in nature represents records that may be

required by agencies as proof of transactions in a court of law. Public records that

have evidential value are kept so they can be retrieved when needed. Past reviews,

including the Royal Commission into the Commercial Activities of Government

and Other Matters and the Commission on Government (Western Australia), have

noted instances of unauthorised loss, destruction and tampering with public records

which highlight deficiencies in the management of public records.
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Some records created during the course of agency business inform others about

how the State is or was administered. As such, they bear testimony to the

administration of government and are useful, in time, as a historical record.

Who Keeps Public Records and Where are They Kept?

All government agencies keep public records. Each agency has a responsibility for

creating and maintaining records that document how it administers the policies

and services of the government of Western Australia.

In the past, centralised administrative practices meant that the greatest proportion

of records were held within the head office of an agency. Today, where management

functions have been devolved, decentralised or outsourced, public records in active

use may be kept at regional offices or maintained on behalf of the agency by

contractors.

Records that no longer support immediate business activities require decisions to

be made about where they are kept, how long they are kept and who should keep

them. The following three options are available to agencies for managing records

that are no longer active:

dispose of redundant records in accordance with approved disposal schedules;

forward records that have permanent evidential value to the Public Records

Office (formerly State Archives); or

transfer records that are no longer active, but must still be kept, to low cost

storage.

How Long Should we Keep Public Records?

It is neither practical nor economical to keep all records created and received by an

agency. A choice has to be made as to which records to keep, how long to keep

them for and how to store them so that their physical condition and integrity is

maintained. These decisions need to balance the cost of storing records unnecessarily

against the risk of losing or destroying critical records containing evidential

information or those of a historical nature.

Legislation governs the length of time some public records are retained. This

includes legislation that controls the administration of agency business, as well as

legislation that has a wider application across all government agencies such as the
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Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985 (FAAA). For example, the FAAA requires

a short term retention period of seven years for financial records. In contrast, some

components of personnel records must be retained for 71 years.

In Western Australia, disposal of public records is regulated by the Library Board

Act of Western Australia 1951. It does this by placing an obligation upon agencies

to submit Retention and Disposal Schedules (hereafter referred to as ‘Schedule(s)’)

for approval by the Library Board of Western Australia.

Figure 3: The questions agencies should address in managing their public records
Source: OAG

How are Public Records Managed

Management of public records involves developing a plan that assigns responsibility

for the custody and control of records according to their evidential value. Effective

management of public records ensures that agencies can retrieve records speedily

when they are required.

To be effective, plans should be documented and endorsed by management so that

they can be implemented across an agency. Because the Library Board regulates the

disposal of public records, decisions about how long the records are kept must be

approved by the Board through its Standing Committee on Public Records (SCOPR).

MANAGING PUBLICMANAGING PUBLIC
RECORDSRECORDS

How long to keepHow long to keep
public records?public records?

Why keep publicWhy keep public
records?records?

What are publicWhat are public
records?records?

Who keeps publicWho keeps public
records?records?

Where are publicWhere are public
records kept?records kept?
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Management of the public record also involves an assessment of the public sector

environment. Agencies operate in an increasingly complex environment where there

is an expectation of increased accountability, as well as frequent changes in:

the use and adoption of technology;

commercial and legal relationships between the agency and other organisations

such as services which are contracted out;

organisational function and structure;

management activities and priorities; and

client and customer demands and needs.

Figure 4: Risks for the management of public records

Agency restructures, devolution, outsourcing and transfer of agency functions from one
agency to another all affect the management of the public record. Records need to be managed
appropriately during these changes.

Source: OAG

Dramatic advances in technology and significant organisational changes are

presenting new and complex challenges for the effective management of public

records. Proactive planning for public records includes adopting a risk-based

approach to managing records and must consider what records are required in order

to support:

operational business needs;

accountability and other ethical and legislative requirements; and

consumer expectations.
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Existing Legislative Framework for the
Management of Public Records

There is no specific legislation in Western Australia that deals with the issues of

managing public records across the whole of government other than the Library

Board Act of Western Australia 1951. Though there are recognised inadequacies in

the records management provisions within this Act, it does place accountability for

records with Chief Executive Officers (refer to Appendix 1). All government agencies

are legally responsible for the creation, retention and/or proper disposition of the

records that document their significant decisions and transactions. This legal

responsibility is established in various pieces of legislation, including the Public

Sector Management Act 1994, the FAAA and agency specific legislation.

Examination Focus and Approach

The objective of this examination was to identify how public records are managed

within public sector agencies. In particular, the examination focused on whether

agencies had:

adopted a strategic approach to planning for the management of public records;

and

established appropriate custody for public records.

More specifically, the examination focused on two basic components in managing

records:

disposition (which includes both the retention and disposal of records); and

retrieval of critical public records.

For the purpose of the examination, critical records, a subset of vital records, were

defined as those that are unique to the agency, are irreplaceable and contain the

information the agency needs to perform its primary mission. These include records

that document key business decisions, policies and strategies, as well as those that

assist with the effective management of clients and services.
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A consistent framework for reviewing agencies was applied throughout the

examination. Examination criteria to support the framework were developed via

consultation with key authorities on records management and professional

associations including the:

Library and Information Service of Western Australia (LISWA);

Public Sector Management Office;

Records and Information Management Liaison Group;

Records Management Association of Australia;

Information Commissioner;

Australian Archives;

Information and records management experts; and

Australian Standards (for the Records Management Standard AS4390).

The examination was conducted by a series of interviews with senior management,

program managers and records managers, as well as by observation of practices

within each of the selected agencies.

Agencies were selected for the examination on the basis of their diversity and for

their importance in managing public records critical to the State. These agencies

were:

Commissioner of Main Roads Western Australia;

Department of Family and Children’s Services;

Department of Land Administration;

Department of Minerals and Energy;

Disability Services Commission;

Education Department of Western Australia;

Health Department of Western Australia;

Ministry of Justice; and

Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital.
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Conclusions

Agencies are finding it difficult to identify and plan for the management of

records including those that are critical to them. Plans for the management

of public records are not comprehensive and there are few standards for the

management of records affected by technological change.

Often custodians of public records are not clearly identified and management

of records is uncertain when agencies are involved in restructures, transfer

of agency functions, creation of new business units or devolution of authority

for managing public records.

Background

Strategic planning is required for the effective management of public records. A

comprehensive plan for records provides the foundation to control the risk of loss

to one of the agency’s most valuable assets - information.

A needs analysis enables agencies to identify the records that support their core

business functions, including who keeps records, where they are kept, why such

records are created and legislation that governs how long they should be kept.

Assessment of the agencies critical, vital, significant and ephemeral records is a

product of the needs analysis.

Periodic review and monitoring of the management of public records are important

means of determining how well the system meets user needs and for identifying

environmental factors (such as organisational change and use of technology) that

may require changes in the way the records are managed. Clear assignment of

responsibilities for custody of records and monitoring and review of records

management is essential.

To assign responsibilities for managing records, agencies must first identify and

interpret legislation that affects the management of public records. This involves

consideration of:

Library Board Act of Western Australia 1951;

Freedom of Information Act 1992;

Public Sector Management Act 1994;
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Western Australian Industrial Relations Act 1979;

Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985;

Evidence Act 1906; and

Criminal Code Act of Western Australia 1913.

The Public Records Office and the Information Policy Council have issued policies,

guidelines and standards to assist agencies in managing public records and

information (refer to Appendix 2). These provide useful direction in developing

agency plans for managing public records.

Records management is costly and if not managed appropriately becomes

even more costly.

A South Australian survey of 24 government agencies identified a minimal

annual cost of almost $6 800 000 for creating, using, maintaining and storing

records. Inefficiencies, measured in terms of opportunity cost, expenditure

associated with locating references and missing records, amounted to at

least $2 600 000 per annum, for those agencies 1.

Effective management of public records can save an agency as much 38 per

cent of the total cost of managing records.

Findings

Planning for Records Management

Only one agency had prepared a strategic plan for managing public records that

integrated the agency’s total information resources. In most of the agencies

examined, the information disciplines of library services, computing services,

document imaging and records management work independently of each other. At

least two different plans for managing information were noted at several agencies

— a records management plan focusing on paper-based records and a plan focusing

on the management of information technology — but these had not been brought

together to address the overall information needs of the agencies concerned.

1  Acres Peter (1995), “Redefining Records Management: The South Australian Experience” in Records
Management Association of Australia Redefining Records Management: Conference Papers 1995  RMAA
12th National Convention , Melbourne.
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Information PlanInformation Plan

Management of Public RecordsManagement of Public Records

Figure 5: Integrated planning framework

Identification of an agency’s strategic information needs assists in the development of an
integrated approach to managing public records.

Source: OAG

Notwithstanding the lack of an integrated approach, agencies have made progress

in developing plans for managing public records. Four of the nine agencies examined

had established records management plans in the last five years, two agencies had

compiled plans prior to 1990, though three agencies had no plans. Existing plans

for managing records focus attention on the management of correspondence,

administration, financial and human resource records.

Three of the nine agencies examined had compiled plans with strategies for

managing their critical records. Critical records are often managed without formal

planning, relying on acquired job understanding and skills of key staff. Where

outsourcing was being implemented, agencies have recognised the need to

document procedures and guidelines for managing records.
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Four of the nine agencies examined had undertaken a public records needs analysis.

The remaining agencies could not readily identify records that were most critical

to their business functions. In some agencies, these records form part of a set of

records critical to the State. The State has not yet identified what records should

form part of this set.

In Western Australia, the Evidence Act 1906 requires that, in most cases, paper is

the admissible medium for a record in a court of law. Although other states in

Australia have made progress towards changing this status, Western Australia has

not resolved this issue.

Figure 6: The transition of the records media

Although paper is still the predominant medium, agencies are increasingly using electronic
media to manage public records. Agencies have substituted large centralised mainframe
electronic systems with local area networks and distributed systems.

Source: OAG and Corel

Paper is still the predominant medium used by agencies to record information,

including critical records, and most agencies only consider paper based records in

their appraisal of public records. Yet each of the agencies examined had adopted

newer technology to varying degrees and some had transferred part or all of their

critical records content onto an electronic system. Despite the increasing use of

computers by agencies, standards and policies for managing records on electronic

systems have not been developed. Standards for document naming, alteration,

PAPERPAPER

MAINFRAMEMAINFRAME

DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMSDISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
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retention or deletion are essential to ensure the capture and maintenance of

evidence of agencies’ business activities. The examination’s review of critical records

on electronic systems observed:

individual users determining their own standard of what records to keep and

delete;

limited control over alterations to critical records i.e. version control;

records being managed as files rather than for content;

a lack of document naming standards and indexing rules; and

difficulty in retrieving information without the assistance of the user who

created the document.

Finally, agencies do not monitor and review how efficiently and effectively they

are managing records, focusing instead on monitoring the amount of correspondence

received and despatched. This workload orientation does not assist in identifying

how well the management of records meets the business needs of the agency, its

staff, clients and customers.

Accountable Management for Records

The legislation that provides the regulatory framework for records management is

often not identified by agencies. As a result, senior management and staff may not

be aware of their responsibilities for agency records.

Responsibilities for managing public records are not always clearly defined or are

frequently delegated to line managers with corporate service coordination roles.

As a result, the staff who create and receive records critical to the agency are not

always aware of the significance that loss or poor management of records has for

the agency.

A lack of clearly assigned responsibility for the custody of public records can have

significant consequences. For example, managers who transfer records to another

agency without formal documented agreement about the custody of the records

risk remaining liable for the records’ integrity.
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Case Study 1

Records for State Batteries (plans, maps, drawings) were transferred from

the Department of Minerals and Energy (DME) to Gold Corporation.

However, no documentation of the records transferred was maintained by

either agency. When a ministerial request in relation to battery drawings

was received, the relevant records could not be located.

A physical search for these records began with DME’s files and indices,

followed by examining the listings of records deposited at the Public Records

Office and at the JS Battye Library of Western Australia. Gold Corporation

advised DME that they did not hold the battery plans. A search by DME’s

staff of Gold Corporation’s records storage site revealed holdings of battery

plans, maps and charts except the relevant record. The search also revealed

that the records at Gold Corporation were being housed in unsuitable

conditions for long term storage with no plans for retention or disposal.

The examination found that some agencies have been reactive in dealing with the

impact of organisational change on the management of public records. Four agencies,

which had created new business units, had made no provision to integrate the

records created by the new areas into the agency’s record management system.

Similarly, three agencies which were involved in a transfer of agency function, had

transferred records from the former agency to the custody of the new agency without

written documentation and discharge of accountability (custodianship).

Case Study 2

The introduction of the Funder, Owner, Purchaser and Provider Model (FOPP)

involved a major restructure within the Health Department of Western

Australian (HDWA). Under the direction of the Council of Purchasers, seven

Purchasing Authorities were established. Each Authority was delegated

responsibilities for developing and administering contracts with providers

of both public and private health services. Authorities were also required to

maintain information on the health status and needs of the population in

each region, critical records for both the HDWA and the State.

The structure and the model of FOPP it supported was abandoned shortly

after it was implemented.
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Records created and received during the administration of the FOPP were

stored at each Authority’s office. The HDWA had not collated information

that was created from this restructure other than selected records (e.g.

contracts). In addition, senior Authority staff relied on the direction and

support of administrative staff for managing records, including health service

contracts. Administrative staff had not forwarded relevant records to head

office for retention and/or disposal.

Where responsibility for records management is devolved, the regional office is

usually not as well informed as head office. In the two agencies examined where

the management of records had been devolved to a regional office, staff within the

regional office were not aware of their responsibilities for managing records. In

one agency, the department’s Schedule for retention and disposal of records was

attached to head office correspondence but the regional office staff were unaware

of its significance.

Most agencies have taken an active approach to managing the risk that may be

posed by loss of some of their records. Protection of these records (which includes

critical records) is considered by the majority of agencies. Secure onsite storage,

regular backup of records on computer systems managed by information technology

staff, offsite storage (dispersal) and duplication of critical records is commonly

practiced. These protection methods were not tested in this examination.

Figure 7: Methods agencies use to protect records

This figure shows methods agencies have adopted to protect records.
Source: OAG
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Agencies which duplicate records by imaging have not sought approval from the

Public Records Office for the duplicate to be accepted as a permanent copy of the

original record. Original critical records can be destroyed, as has occurred at one

agency, and the imaged copies of those records may not comply with the Evidence

Act 1906.

Recommendations
The Government of Western Australia should:

identify records of critical importance;

appoint custodians for these records; and

revise and update legislation that controls the admissibility of formats,

other than paper, as evidence.

Agencies should:

identify and manage records that support their business functions;

identify and manage records that support the business of government;

develop and promulgate standards for records maintained on electronic

media including guidelines for

document naming, reflecting the records’ content

security

accessibility

long term maintenance of media

media obsolescence

retention and disposal

custodianships;

when government services are contracted out, specify, within the terms

and conditions of the service contract, a minimum set of records to be

kept by contractors on behalf of the agency throughout the duration of

the contract;

inform all staff of their responsibilities in respect of public records and

provide training where necessary; and

document formal agreement covering custody for records when

transferring or amalgamating agency functions.
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Conclusions

Disposal of records regulation is inadequate as only 17 per cent of all

government agencies have approved Retention and Disposal Schedules.

Where approved agency Schedules exist, they cover only a fraction of the

agency’s records. Some agencies have included their critical records but

electronic records critical to the State are ignored.

Records of archival value are not routinely transferred to the Public Records

Office and unnecessary costs are incurred by agencies which store records

indefinitely.

There are limitations in the current legislative framework for managing public

records.

Background

It is neither practical nor economical to keep all records created and received by an

agency. A choice, cognisant of the cost of storing records unnecessarily against the

risk of losing or destroying evidential records, has to be made.

In order to balance these risks, agencies need to plan and manage the disposition

of records. In its simplest form, this involves a choice of two actions — keep or

destroy records. However, in practice, this process is more complex as it requires

an understanding of the evidential value of the record to the business of the agency

and to the administration of the State. This involves an understanding of legislative

requirements for managing public records including those that affect the agency

and those that have wider application for the State.
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Figure 8: To keep or destroy?

Decisions to retain or destroy a record depend on recognising its significance.

Source: OAG

The Process

In Western Australia, section 30 of the Library Board Act of Western Australia 1951

regulates the disposal of records by placing an obligation upon agencies to submit

Retention and Disposal Schedules for approval by the Library Board. The Schedules

should list all records created and received by an agency, show how long various

types of records are to be retained and when records are to be transferred to the

Public Records Office or destroyed.

DESTROYDESTROY

SIGNIFICANCESIGNIFICANCE

KEEPKEEP
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Accountable Records ManagementAccountable Records Management
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The development and approval of agency Schedules follows a series of steps

diagrammed below.

Figure 9: Retention and/or disposal approval process

There are four key phases in the development and approval of agency Retention and Disposal
Schedules. Prior to phase one, agencies should have completed a comprehensive analysis of
all the records created and received within their agency.

* SCOPR - Standing Committee on Public Records

Source: OAG and The Library Board of Western Australia

Agencies have a responsibility to identify and compile a comprehensive schedule

listing the life span of all the records they create and receive. The Public Records

Office is available to assist agencies in undertaking this listing and to develop the

resultant Schedules to a standard that can be submitted for approval by the Library

Board.

Public RecordsPublic Records
OfficeOffice

LibraryLibrary
BoardBoard

SCOPRSCOPR**

44

22 33

AgenciesAgencies

Approval Stages:Approval Stages:
1. Communication to develop the Retention and

Disposal Schedule to a standard approved by
SCOPR*.

2. Presentation of the Schedule to SCOPR for
approval.

3. Ratification of SCOPR’s approval of the schedule.
4. Letter of approval to agencies and allocation of

Retention and Disposal number through LISWA for
future reference by agency.

11
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In administering this approval function, the Library Board has established the

Standing Committee on Public Records (SCOPR) which acts upon requests for

approval to keep or dispose of public records. When SCOPR is satisfied with the

submitted Schedule, it forwards it for approval to the Library Board. Agencies are

notified in writing from the Public Records Office when their Schedules have been

approved.

The approved Schedule can then be used by agencies to:

undertake regular, legal destruction of public records that have no evidential

value;

transfer records of archival value to the custody of the Public Records Office;

or

remove little used records to low cost storage.

Each action must be undertaken with regard to the nature and confidentiality of

the information contained in public records. Methods chosen to transfer and dispose

of public records should address the security requirements associated with

confidential records.

Agencies which do not have an approved Schedule but wish to transfer or destroy

records may also submit an Ad Hoc Disposal Authority or Disposal Lists detailing

the disposal recommendations for particular classes of records. These disposal

methods are justified for old records from a current filing system or records

belonging to a defunct filing system respectively. They provide ‘one-off’ solutions

to particular disposal problems and are not intended to replace Schedules as the

preferred method for disposing of public records.

However, if agencies do not submit Schedules to SCOPR, they may either destroy

records inadvertently or store them indefinitely. Consequently, records of archival

value might not be identified and transferred to the Public Records Office. The

Library Board has no legislative authority to enforce agencies to submit Schedules

or to transfer records to the Public Records Office.
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Findings

Utilisation of Retention and Disposal Schedules

State-wide

The examination compiled figures from Public Records Office submissions and

found that only 17 per cent of all State government agencies have approved

Schedules. Even though most large agencies have Schedules, they do not necessarily

include all of the records they maintain.

Figure 10: The proportion of agencies which have approved Retention and Disposal
Schedules (RDS)

Although 17 per cent of all government agencies have approved Schedules, those agency
Schedules do not necessarily consider all records and media on which records are stored
and held within the agency.

Source: OAG and The Library Board of Western Australia

While there is no requirement to review submitted Schedules, the Public Records

Office recommends that agencies revise Schedules at least every seven years. Of

the 17 per cent of agencies which have Schedules, 79 per cent have current Schedules

(approved after 1990) whereas the remaining 21 per cent were submitted and

approved prior to 1990.

During the period July 1994 and June 1996, 16 agencies submitted Ad Hoc Disposal

Schedules to SCOPR for approval and 78 agencies forwarded Disposal Lists. The

small number and narrow scope of these submissions indicate that limited use of

17%

83%

Have some or all records covered by RDS

Have no records covered by RDS
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approved alternative methods, to the preferred submission of a Schedule, are

employed by agencies to manage the retention or disposal of public records.

The majority of State government records are not covered by approved Schedules.

This does not mean that agencies manage records inappropriately, rather, most

State records are not covered by the regulatory framework. In addition, current

legislative requirements do not allow the Public Records Office to regulate agency

submissions of Schedules and there is no provision for the mandatory transfer of

public records to that office. The onus is on agencies. As a consequence, the

proportion of records with State archival value that are retained or destroyed by

agencies without approval cannot be determined. Should an agency not notify the

Public Records Office, transfer to archives would never occur.

Within Agencies Examined

In contrast, two thirds of the sample of agencies selected for this examination had

approved Schedules. However, the Schedules are not comprehensive and six of the

nine agencies examined had not included their critical records on Schedules.

Likewise, other categories of records, including vital, purchasing and administration

records, are not always considered on agency Schedules as is illustrated below.

Figure 11: Types of records NOT covered by approved Retention and Disposal Schedules

This figure shows the percentage of agencies selected for this examination that have not
included critical, vital, purchasing or administrative records on their Retention and Disposal
Schedules.

Source: OAG
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1. Critical Records that an agency needs to perform its primary mission.

2. Vital Records necessary to recreate an agency’s legal and financial position.

3. Purchasing Records relating to the acquisition of goods and services.

4. Administration Records relating to the management and direction of the agency.
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For common categories of records, the Public Records Office have developed disposal

Schedules for use by all government agencies. The General Disposal Authorities

for human resource and financial and accounting records can be used by agencies.

A number of the agencies selected for this examination (19 per cent in the case of

human resource records and 32 per cent in the case of financial and accounting

records) were not aware of these disposal authorities. As a consequence, many

agencies store such records indefinitely.

Most agencies, which have compiled and received approval for their Schedules, do

not utilise them as a tool for managing public records. Disposition of records on

approved Schedules is actioned when storage space is at a premium rather than

implemented against approved retention and disposal periods. As a result, records

of permanent evidential value are not routinely transferred to the Public Records

Office and redundant records are not destroyed but stored, for indefinite periods,

at a cost to the agency.

Generally, agency Schedules are confined to considering paper based records.

Agencies which image paper records, and those which create and receive public

records electronically, had not considered these records on their Schedules. For

instance, only one of the seven agencies within the selected sample that utilised

microfilming, had registered the microfilmed version of the record on a Schedule.

Similarly, of the nine agencies which maintained records on computers, none had

registered the electronic record on their Schedules. Further, an examination of

agencies’ critical records contained on electronic systems indicated that no agency

had planned to register their electronic critical records on their Schedules. The

table that follows provides examples of critical records contained on computing

systems without approved Schedules.
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Agency Record Content and Use

Ministry of Justice Prisoner Management The Prisoner Management System
System* is distributed to over 30 locations

and contains full histories of
offenders prison records. Additional
information is held in the system by
major prisons. The system is used to
track and manage offenders in custody.

Department of Client and Community Records of clients’ profiles and
Family and Service System services delivered used for informing
Children’s Services staff of work undertaken including

reasons for agency involvement and
client outcomes.

Department of Land Spatial Cadastral Land information data set that
Administration Data Base geographically defines all Crown and

freehold land parcels within Western
Australia, as well as administrative
boundaries (e.g. town sites).

Geodetic Survey A land information data set used to
Marks Register record details of all geodetic survey

marks established within Western
Australia.

Department of Tengraph Plans for mining tenements used by
Minerals and Energy the mining industry to locate the

position of existing mining
tenements in relation to other land
uses.

Tendex Index for mining tenements used by
the mining industry to determine
details of mining tenements (e.g.
holders, status).

Education Staffing Payments Personnel entitlements and payroll
Department of System information used to organise
Western Australia payments to staff.

Health Department Maternal and Child Data on birth events and outcomes

of Western Australia Health collected on a continuing basis for

the State. This information is used

in the planning of services and for

research.
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Agency Record Content and Use

Health Department Hospital Morbidity Patient profile and services rendered

of Western Australia Data System used for funding hospitals within

the State, obtaining health funds

from the Commonwealth, as well as

research.

Disabilities Services Profile Database Profile of clients with disabilities

Commission used for planning services for

clients.

Commissioner of Road Inventory Data The State inventory of road networks

Main Roads and associated data including

Western Australia physical attributes of roads that are

used for designing and planning

roads in Western Australia.

Table 1: Critical electronic records not on an approved Retention and Disposal Schedule

* Submitted for approval post examination.
Source: OAG

Recommendations

Government should:

revise and update legislation that makes clear provisions for the

management of public records.

Agencies should:

ensure that relevant electronic records, and those created using future

technologies, are routinely included on Schedules; and

utilise approved Schedules to

destroy redundant public records

transfer public records of permanent evidential value to the Public

Records Office.
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Conclusions

Agencies were able to retrieve critical records relatively efficiently. All but

one of the approximately 250 critical records (of different ages and types)

requested were located in less than 14 working days.

The frequency of public sector change and rapid advances in technology

need to be addressed if agencies are to avoid difficulties retrieving relevant

information in future years.

Background

Effective retrieval of information is essential for the proper management of the

business of an agency. Consistent, continuous and efficient service delivery can be

compromised because of failures to retrieve records. Retrieval of records associated

with the agency’s business, particularly records that are critical to its business,

enables the agency to:

maintain productivity;

improve decision making;

defend the administration of its business activities thereby reducing

vulnerability to litigation;

avoid loss of revenue; and

prevent a break in customer service.

Standards for identifying and retrieving records enable agencies to locate information

and make it available to those who need it when it is required. Standards that

identify records provide a consistent index that assist users to name records and,

in turn, locate them. The adoption of retrieval standards requires consideration of

the potential users of records, their requirement for information to support decision

making and the business needs of the agency. Standards for retrieval will differ for

individuals internal and external to the agency dependent on the user’s requirement

for information and its value in supporting decision making. The following figure

provides an outline of some of the potential internal and external users of an

agency’s records and information that may relate to their needs.
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Figure 12: Users of agency records

This figure summarises some categories of agency records (vital, significant, and ephemeral)
and groups of users internal or external to the agency who may have specific needs for
records. These records provide users with information required to support the delivery of
services to clients and decision making (e.g. strategic planning and program management).

* Critical records are a subset of records vital to the agency but are unique to one agency
alone.

Source: OAG

Findings

Retrieving Critical Records

In order to test agencies’ ability to locate critical records, this examination requested

that they undertake retrieval of randomly selected records. From an extract of records

created during a specified time period, some 20 records were selected at random

from 1995 (deemed to be current information) and 1990 (designated as non-current

information) for each agency examined.
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A diverse set of critical records, some of which form part of a set of records critical

to the State, were selected for retrieval. These included client files, maps, land

titles, personnel records, tenement files and corporate files. Agencies were able to

locate all but one of the approximately 250 records requested between 1 and 14

working days. Assessment of the integrity and completeness of these records did

not form part of this examination. The agencies’ timeliness, recorded in average

working days, in retrieving specified records is illustrated below.

Figure 13: The average number of working days taken to retrieve critical records

 Agencies retrieved randomly selected critical records promptly whether they were created
to support present or past business activities.

Source: OAG

Irrespective of the diverse set of records selected, agencies did not take long to

retrieve them. Certainly the nature of the critical record had little bearing on the

agency’s ability to retrieve it. These results were encouraging given that the majority

of agencies reviewed had not developed written standards for efficient and effective

retrieval of information.

A difference was noted when an agency’s information systems differed for each of

the years nominated for this exercise. Critical records for agencies which had a

different computer system prior to 1995 were not as readily retrieved as is illustrated

for agencies A and G in the above figure.
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Nonetheless, observation of record keeping practices within the agencies examined

suggests that they are likely to experience difficulties in locating and retrieving

records in an environment where frequent organisational change and significant

advances in technology are common. The effect of organisational change on an

agency’s ability to retrieve records is illustrated in the following case.

Case Study 3

During the restructure of the Department of Family and Children’s Services

(previously known as the Department for Community Development) in 1993

the operations and functions of the Youth Justice Bureau were transferred

to the Ministry of Justice Juvenile Justice Division. Some of the staff were

transferred from the Department for Community Development to Juvenile

Justice. During this transfer, staff removed records from their former agency

and carried these across to Juvenile Justice. Some of the records transferred

across included casenotes. No documentation of the casenotes transferred

from one agency to the other was recorded by either of the agencies involved.

A component of this examination tested the timely retrieval of critical

records. Casenotes were identified as critical records for Family and

Children’s Services. These were additional to the general test of 250 records.

From twenty randomly selected casenotes of Family and Children’s Services,

belonging to both current and past years, three of the case notes selected

corresponded to records transferred to Juvenile Justice. Family and Children’s

Services took between 2–5 days to retrieve records that were not transferred

to the Ministry. In contrast, 30 days were required to retrieve two of the

records transferred to Juvenile Justice and the remaining record could not

be located. Retrieval of Juvenile Justice records relied on contact being made

with individual officers who had originally removed those records from the

Department for Community Development. Once contact was made with the

officer who was originally responsible for the casenotes, the files were

located in four days.
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Recommendations

Agencies should develop performance standards to assist in identifying and

retrieving records that are cognisant of the:

business needs of the agency; and

internal and external users of records.
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ArchivesArchives Records that are appraised as having continuing value (Standards Australia, 1995).

CriticalCritical records records A subset of records that are vital to an agency and are needed to perform its primary

mission. They contain unique information that assists in continuing or re-

establishing an agency’s operations following a disaster.

CustodianshipCustodianship The act of ensuring appropriate care and maintenance of information.

DisposalDisposal The process of destroying obsolete records.

DocumentDocument The smallest discrete unit of filing, for example, a single letter or memo.

DuplicationDuplication The preparation of additional copies of a record. The process of duplication includes

microfilm, magnetic tape, photocopying, and so forth.

Electronic recordElectronic record Any information that is input into a computer system and processed, modified,

stored and accessed via that system.

Ephemeral recordsEphemeral records Duplicate records and/or those which have only short term value to the organisation

with little or no ongoing administrative, financial, legal, evidential or historical

value.

Evidential valueEvidential value The value of a record that documents the history or decisions of an organisation.

Legal valueLegal value Value inherent in records that provide legal proof of business transactions.

Media obsolescenceMedia obsolescence In this context, referring to the situation where the media itself may no longer be

able to be read because the associated equipment required to process it has become

obsolete.

MicroficheMicrofiche Microfilm containing multiple micro images in a grid pattern on a transparent sheet

of film.

MicrofilmMicrofilm Documents reduced by photographing onto film stock which then becomes the

medium for storage and viewing.

Public recordPublic record A public record is defined as:

any record made or received by a public officer in the course of their duties;

any record made or received by a court or person acting judicially in Western

Australia; and

any copy of any public records as defined by the Library Board Act (Library

Board Act of Western Australia 1951).
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RecordRecord Facts, data or information, in whatever medium, created or received by an agency

during the course of its business and recorded/retained by the agency for a reason.

Records managementRecords management The application of systematic and scientific control to recorded information required

in the operation of an organisation’s business.

Retention period The minimum period of time during which records must be kept before they may

be disposed of — usually in terms of years or contingent upon an event.

Retention and DisposalRetention and Disposal A listing of the record series of an agency with directions for how long each series

ScheduleSchedule (or group of series) is to be retained (e.g. a period of years), and instructions on

when records are to be transferred to low cost storage, archives, or destroyed.

Significant recordsSignificant records Records that have evidential value but are not core to the primary mission of the

agency.

Strategic recordsStrategic records A plan of action for achieving control of the records of an agency. An effective

management planmanagement plan records management plan takes into account the information needs of the agency

as a whole and recognises the interdependence between the different information

management functions in the organisation.

Vital recordsVital records Records that are necessary to recreate the organisation’s legal and financial position

and/or those necessary to preserve the rights of the organisation, its employees,

and customers.
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Management of Public Records

Other than the Library Board Act of Western Australia 1951, there is no specific

legislation in Western Australia that deals with the issues of managing public records

across the whole of government. In 1974, the Library Board Act was amended to

include sections that referred to the management of public records. Most of these

amendments focus upon the preservation of records for historical use, but some

have a broader focus.

Section 29 of the Library Board Act  places an additional obligation upon the Library

Board to advise and assist public officers on issues related to managing public

records. Section 30 specifically places accountability for public records with agency

Chief Executive Officers by holding them responsible for the:

maintenance of a system of records management;

recovery of public records unlawfully removed from their Office; and

custody and control of public records until destruction, disposal or transfer to

the Public Records Office is determined by the Board.

The Act, however, makes no provision for the issuing of standards, mandatory

transfer of public records to the Public Records Office or monitoring of compliance

with the legislative requirements. Moreover, the Act has not kept pace with the

technological and administrative environment in which government services are

now delivered.

In 1994, the Minister for the Arts issued a Discussion Paper on New Public Records

Legislation for Western Australia which proposes solutions to existing records

management problems. The Minister, who has responsibility for the Library Board

Act, has proposed new public records legislation that attempts to address many of

the shortfalls of the Library Board Act and is more cognisant of the environment

for managing public records. Although a draft Bill has been prepared, it has yet to

be tabled and debated within the Parliament.
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Public Records Office Publications 2

State Archives’ Records Disposal Handbook

Policies and Standards Manual

Public Records Policy 1 Disposal Authorities

Public Records Policy 2 Standards for Records Management

Public Records Policy 3 Training for Records Officers

Public Records Policy 4 Use of the Intermediate Records Repository

Public Records Policy 5 Mail Management

Public Records Policy 6 Records Management Standards for Public Records

in the Amalgamation of Agencies (Draft)

Public Records Policy 7 Records Management Standards for Public Records

in Agencies which are to be Privatised (Draft)

Public Records Policy 8 Records Management Standards for Public Records

which are to be Corporatised (Draft)

Public Records Policy 9 Records Management Policy for Public

Recordkeeping Performance Indicators (Draft)

Public Records Standard 1 Records Management Standards for Document

Imaging Systems

Public Records Standard 2 Guidelines for the Use of Commercial Repositories

Public Records Standard 3 Guidelines for Microfilming Public Records

Public Records Standard 4 Guideline for Records Management - Functional

requirements for Electronic Recordkeeping (Draft)

General Disposal Authorities for Human Resource Management Records

General Retention and Disposal Schedule for Local Government

General Disposal Authorities for Financial and Accounting Records

How to Design a Records Management Procedures Manual

Public Records Management: A Guide to Normal Administrative Practice

Electronic Records: An Investigation into Retention, Storage and Transfer

Options

2  Information supplied by The Library Board of Western Australia.
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Appendix 2: Appendix 2: Publications for Managing Records

Information Policy Committee Publications (1993) 3

Managing the Information Resource

Information Planning

Information Policy Council Publications (1995–96) 3

Publishing on Internet or other Public Networked Information Services

Software Copyright Protection

Software Copyright Protection Guidelines

Connecting to and use of Internet or other Public Networked Information

Services

Information, IT and Telecommunication Proposal Assessment Policy

Managing the Delivery of Outcomes

Rationalisation and Contracting Out of Mainframes

Telecommunications Resource Management and Rationalisation

Information Resource Planning

A Guide to Information Resource Planning

Acceptable Use – Computing and Communication Facilities

3  Information supplied by the Information Policy Council.
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Office of the Auditor General

Performance Examination ReportsPerformance Examination Reports

1994

Utilisation of School Facilities in the Metropolitan Area March 24, 1994

Grants to Non-Government Organisations
Pastoral Leases
Records Management
Purchasing May 11, 1994

Public Hospital Waiting Lists Information: Waiting Times – The Real Issue October 19, 1994

Financial Assistance to Industry
Public Rental Housing
University Consultancy Services November 3, 1994

1995

Legal Aid Commission April 5, 1995

Police Department Operations Centre May 4, 1995

Management and Control of Minicomputer–based Systems in
  Western Australian Government Agencies May 23, 1995

Management of the Public Bank Account Investments August 23, 1995

Value for Money in TAFE August 30, 1995

Public Sector Travel
Corporate Card
Cabcharge Facilities September 19, 1995

Hospital Emergency Departments November 1, 1995

Contracting for Services November 22, 1995

Public Dental Services December 6, 1995

1996

Improving Road Safety May 1, 1996

The Internet and Public Sector Agencies June 19, 1996

Under Wraps! – Performance Indicators of Western Australian Hospitals August 28, 1996

Guarding the Gate – Physical Access Security Management within the
  Western Australian Public Sector September 24, 1996

On request these reports may be made available in an alternate format for those with visual impairment.


